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The wild, grisly story of the knight who led the battle for independence in medieval Scotland—
told in lively illustrated prose for young readers.William Wallace and All That is a real-life
adventure packed with historical facts about Scotland’s legendary hero, the subject of epic
poems and the classic movie Braveheart. Join Sir William Wallace on his fearsome quest to free
the Scots from villainous King Edward and his evil empire. Growl with anger as you find out what
nasty things Edward’s vile henchmen did to Wallace’s girlfriend and best pal. Get splattered with
blood and gore as Wallace makes haggis of his enemies. Gasp with terror as you learn about the
giant “hedgehogs” that helped Wallace win battles. Groan with agony as you feel what it’s like to
be hanged, drawn and quartered. Discover how Wallace’s grisly death made his legend grow.
Bursting with brilliant illustrations, this book will have you shouting “Freedom!” after every page!

From School Library JournalKindergarten-Grade 2-As in her earlier titles about the turtle,
Bourgeois describes a situation that most children will find familiar. This time, Franklin is going to
a museum with his classmates. He can't wait to go, until he hears from Beaver that, "There are
real dinosaurs inside." Terrified, Franklin and his friend Snail worry throughout the entire visit,
until they find themselves face to face with a Tyrannosaurus rex-and learn that all that's left of the
dinosaurs are their bones. Clark's bright illustrations capture the expressions of Franklin and his
friends as they explore the museum-from their joy when dressing up as knights in the medieval
room to their fear of the dinosaur exhibit. This book will make a good read-aloud, both one-on-
one and in a storytime setting. Children who have been to museums will see plenty of familiar
things, and those who haven't may find themselves eager to take a trip to see the dinosaurs and
more.Dina Sherman, Brooklyn Children's Museum, NY Copyright 1999 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorPaulette Bourgeois is
the author of more than 40 books for children, including the In My Neighborhood series and
Oma's Quilt. She lives in Toronto, Ontario.Brenda Clark is best known as the illustrator of the
original Franklin the Turtle series written by Paulette Bourgeois. Other popular titles she has
illustrated include Sadie and the Snowman, Big Sarah's Little Boots, and the award winning,
Little Fingerling. Brenda lives in Port Hope, Ontario.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Shari, “Excellent for the young person. Excellent for the young person! Easy read too. At times a
bit violent but that is to be expected when talking about William Wallace and the period in which
he lived.  FREEEEEEDOM!!”

Lynn W., “Five Stars. Interesting book. Quite accurate”

G. Richey, “Great LIttle History Book. This is a great series that my kids love 8 and 12. This book
gave lots of historic info that was perfect for a 3rd-4th grade class project. It also was fun to read
for an 8 year old who often refuses to do so!”

George O'Macon, “William Wallace. I like it. It does have a feature that I don't like, which is
frequent, flippant tag-on sentences at the end of paragraphs. I am no William Wallace historian,
but I am a historian of sorts, and I can say that the history presented has the ring of good history.”

BuddyTheElf, “I had to read this book for a project at school, I got all the information about
william Wallace that I could need. great book!. I really like all the info about Wallace's journey
and you really made me feel like I'm in the book acting it. I would like to know a little bit more
about the story after Wallace's death.  But overall great book!”

Kari Dineley, “Five Stars. Perfect read for my 12 year old boy”

James C., “Educational for all ages. Fun, easy read. Clarified many things and shed light on
others I had no idea about. I picked this up at the Wallace Monument in Scotland because I
wanted to learn more. The facts are well done and it’s written in an entertaining way and I
enjoyed it. I’ll be buying his other “and all that” series.”

KHANIVORE, “Great introduction to history. My ten year old grandson loves history after being
bought the horrible history series a couple of years ago. It was time to introduce his Scottish
heritage to him and who better than the heroic figure of Wallace. This book was easy to self read
the right balance of facts and acknowledging fiction surrounding legends. He was so captivated
by this book I was asked to buy him others in this series which I did. This book brought to life the
places where we have visited, and now we are planning to go back so he can see with more
insight and understanding, exactly what I wanted this book to achieve, bring history to life. For a
very modest sum. Congratulation to the author my grandson is very much in love with his
Scottish genes.”

Ali P, “Excellent fact-based book laced with humor. We're traveling to Scotland next month and I
wanted to give my kids some background before heading off. This is a wonderfully informative,



fact-based book that, thanks to it's humorous nature, keeps the attention of my 9 yr old son and
7 yr old daughter.”

RM, “Informative. Funny factual informative book for families who knew nothing about WILLIAM
Wallace.”

Carol R King, “Perfect. Great book, just what I was looking for.”

Mrs M Caunt, “Four Stars. grandchild loves it”

The book by Allan Burnett has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 32 people have provided feedback.
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